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In this paper we will be concerned with applying the theory of relatively 
projective modules to obtain information about characters. Our methods 
owe a good deal to the ideas of Feit [2], but the use of recent result of 
Burry and Carlson [ 1 ] and some new ideas allow us to build on Feit’s 
original arguments. 
We have chosen to omit any mention of the cyclic defect group theory, 
but have concentrated instead on other situations where modules are 
known to have a source which is in some sense “small.” Our main theorem 
is somewhat technical to state, but Corollary 2 is our main application and 
seems to be of greatest interest in the case that M= N is irreducible. 
Corollary 3 is a purely character theoretic application. We are grateful to 
I. M. Isaacs and E. C. Dade for pointing out that the special case of 
Corollary 4 in which c1 is linear can be proved entirely by ordinary charac- 
ter theoretic means. 
For the most part, we have chosen to work with a complete discrete 
valuation ring, R, of characteristic 0 with unique maximal ideal ZZ, and 
with k = R/I7 algebraically closed of characteristic p > 0. Many of our 
results are valid in characteristic p, as the reader will easily see. 
NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS 
When H is a finite group, all RH-modules considered are R-free and 
finitely generated. An RH-module is considered to be irreducible if it has 
no nontrivial R-pure RH-submodules. When V is an RH-module, and L is 
a subgroup of H, we define the mapping Trf: VL + V“ by Trf’u) = 
c gEL\H”g. (V”= 1 v E V: ux = u for all x E L} ), where L\H denotes a right 
transversal to L in H. Unless otherwise indicated ~ denotes images 
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(mod I7). When K is another subgroup of H, L\H/K denotes a set of 
(L, K)-double coset representatives in H. We will always assume that R 
contains a primitive IHl th root of unity. 
THEOREM. Let G he a finite group, Q be a p-subgroup of G. Let A4 be an 
RG-module, H be a subgroup of G with No(Q) < H. Suppose that V is a 
(not necessarily indecomposable) direct summand of Resz(A4) and that V is 
Q-projective. Then one of the following occurs: 
(a) rank,JM’) 2 rank,( V”) 
(b) Resz( V) has an indecomposable summand U such that (both): 
(i) rank.(U)> [Q: QgnQ]for some gEG\H 
(ii) ({x,Q: U(~-X)~-‘CZ~U})#Q. 
Proof We first note the (standard) fact that VH= Trz( VQ). It is 
clear that Vn 1 Trz( VP). On the other hand, choose VE V”. Since V 
is Q-projective there is some 4 E EndRQ( V) with Trg(#) = 1”. Then V= 
c hcQ,HUh-‘dh=&.Q\H v#h = Tr,H($), and ud E VQ. Thus Vn c Trz( VQ). 
We have an R-module morphism TrC,: Vn 4 MC (regarding V as an 
S-submodule of M). Suppose that rank.(MG) < rank,( V”). Then there is 
some u E V” n ker Tr;. Now since VH n ker Tr”, is an R-pure submodule of 
V, we may (and do) assume that u$ nV. We may write u=Trz(w) for 
some w E VQ. Then we have 
O=Tr$(v)=Trz(w)=v+ c Tr8.e n &“d 
RE (Q\G/Q)\H 
Let 0 denote a projection from A4 onto V with CJ E Horn&M, M). 
Certainly CJ E HomRQ(M, M), and we thus have - u = - 00 = 
-c RE (Q\G,Q)\H Tr$,,Q(W~). Thus for some g E G\H, Tr&, Q(WO) $17v 
(and, of course, wga E V Qan Q). Let P = QR n Q for this g. Then for some 
indecomposable summand, U say, of Resg( V), we have Tr$(UP) d Z7U. 
Suppose that Q = ((x E Q: U( 1 -x)“- ’ c I7U) ). Let L be a maximal sub- 
group of Q containing P, and choose x E Q\L with U( 1 - x)“~ ’ c ITU. 
Then TrpP( Up) = Tr,L( Up)( 1 -x)” ’ (mod I7U) so that Trf(U”) c ZZU, a 
contradiction Hence Q # ( {x E Q: U( 1 - .x)” .- ’ c I7U) ). We claim that 
rank,(U) 3 [Q: P]. Choose u E Up with Tr$(u)$ZTU. Let W be the 
RQ-submodule of U generated by U. Then rank,( W) < [Q : P]. 
Let IV= W/IT W. Then there is a kQ-module epimorphim $: 
Indg(k)+ w, given by CrtP,Q A~,lk@~-+C,.p~,Q A,iZZ. Now Ind$(k) 
has a unique minimal submodule, namely the k-subspace generated 
1.x E P’\Q 1 k 0 x. Since C, E p,,Q 1,0x$ ker IJ (by choice of u), $ must be 
injective. Thus dim,( I?‘) 2 [Q : P]. Hence rank J W) = [Q : P], SO 
rank ,J U) 3 [Q : P] as required to complete the proof of the theorem. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let M, N he indecomposable RG-modules with vertex Q, 
with respective Green correspondents V, W (RN,(Q)-modules), and 
respective sources S and T. Then either rank, (Hom..(M, N)) 3 
rank.(HomR,,,ccQ,(V, W)) or else we have (both): 
(a) rank,(S)rank,(T)> [Q:QRnQ]for some gEG\NJQ). 
(b) there are integers m, n with m + n > p such that for some x, y E Q, 
S(1 -x)m ’ $ US, and T( 1 - y)” ’ $ I7T. In particular, rank.(S) + 
rank ,J T) > p. 
Proof: We apply the theorem with V* @ W in place of V, M* Q N in 
place of M. We then see that either 
rank.((M* 0 N)“) 3 rank,(( V* @ W)“‘G(Q)) 
or else that Resp’Q)( V* 0 W) has an indecomposable summand U with 
rank.(U)> [Q:QgnQl for some g E G\N,(Q) and such that 
([xEQ: U(I-X)~-‘~~U})#Q. 
In the first case, rank.(Hom,JM, N)) 2 rank.(HomRNccQ,( V, W)). 
In the second case, we note that V* 63 W is a direct sum of modules of 
the form (S@t)*@(T@u) (t,uEN,(Q)), since V, W have respective sour- 
ces S and T. Thus for g as above we have rank,(S) rank.(T)2 
rank ,J U) 2 [Q : Q n Q “1. Furthermore, there is some element w E Q which 
has a minimum polynomial of degree at least p on (SO t)* 0 (TQ u) for 
some t, u E NJQ). 
Let m be the degree of the minimum polynomial of w on S@ t, n be the 
degree of the minimum polynomial of w on 5’8 u. Then m + n 2 p + 1, and 
twt ~’ has minimum polynomial of degree m on s, UWZC’ has minimum 
polynomial of degree n on T, so we can take x = twt-‘, ,r = UIVU~’ to 
satisfy the conditions in the statement of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 3. Let Q be a p-subgroup of the finite group G. Let H, K 
be subgroups qf G which contain Q, assume that Q E Syl,,( H). Let 3 be a 
(complex) character of H and /I be a (complex) character qf K, and assume 
that c(( 1) + fl( 1) < p. Then we have 
UndG,(a), Ind”,(B))G 3 (Ind~l$(~‘), Ind~r~~W))N,cQl, 
where a’ = Resz,,CQ,(cc), /I” = Resi,cQ,(fi). 
Proof We may choose an RH-module X and an RK-module Y 
affording c( and fl, respectively. By Mackey decomposition 
Ind~,~‘,(Res,H,,cQ,(X))/ ResE,,y,Und);(X)) 
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We may apply our main theorem with H = No(Q), 
M = Tnd$(X)* @ Indg( Y), 
V= Ind~~‘(~l(Res~,,,Q,(X))* 0 Ind$#l(ResSK(Q,( Y)) 
We note that V is Q-projective, since Q E Syl,(N,(Q)). 
By our hypothesis, every indecompensable summand of ResgN,(Q)( V) is a 
summand of an RQ-module of the form A @ B, where rank,(A) + 
rank,(B) d p. For such A, B every element of Q has minimum polynomial 
of degree at most rank.(A) + rank,(B) - 1 on A @B/ZT(A x B). Thus no 
module U as in part (b) of the theorem exists, and we do have 
rank ,,J MC) 2 rank,( VNGcQ) ), which is equivalent to the character theoretic 
assertion. 
COROLLARY 4. Let H be a subgroup of the finite group G. Suppose that 
Indz(cr) is irreducible for some (irreducible) character, tl, of H, Let 
Q E Syl,(H), and let ~1’ = ResEHcQ)(tL). Then zfa( 1) <p/2, IndF$$‘,(a’) is also 
irreducible. 
Furthermore if /I is another character of H with /I(l) ,< p/2, Ind$(/?) 
irreducible, but Ind$(fi) # Indg(cc), then Indp$$\(/?‘) # Indz{z](,‘), where 
B’ = Res&!,cQ,(B). 
Remark. A case of special interest is that when CI and /I are linear 
characters. 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose that 1 #Q is a p-subgroup of G with 
Q n Qg = 1 o for all g E G\N,( Q). Let M be an indecomposable RG module 
with source of R-rank 1 and vertex Q, V be the Green correspondent 
of A4 (an RN,(Q)-module). Let N be an indecomposable RG-module with 
vertex Q and Green correspondent W. Then rank,( Horn&M, N)) 3 
rankRWomR,,(Q)( K WI. 
Proof: Let S be a source of M and T be a source of N. By the 
arguments of Corollary 2, if the corollary is false, there are elements 
x, y E NJQ) such that (SO x)* @ (TO y) has a projective summand. Since 
S has R-rank 1, (S@x)*@(T@y) is indecomposable, so must it be 
projective. Thus TOy is projective, since T@~E(S@X)@ 
(SO x)* @ (T@ y). This contradicts the fact that T@ y has vertex Q. 
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